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Royal College Union 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2010 

  

The AGM of the Royal College Union will be held on Saturday, 17th July 2010 at Navarangahala at 

4.30 p.m.  

Voting for the Age Groups will commence at 2:00 p.m. and conclude at 4:00 p.m. on 17 July 2010. Ballot 
papers will not be issued after 3:45 p.m. 
  
Entry to the meeting and eligibility to vote will be on production of the Royal College Union Membership 
Card and National Identity Card, except in the case of new members whose Membership Cards have not 
been issued.  They should produce the original payment receipt for membership issued by the Union. 
  
The Dress Code for the Meeting includes the College Tie. 
  
A Workshop regarding the admission of Old-Boys’ children to Year – 1 will be held at the RCU Skills 
Centre at 2:45 p.m. on the same day. 
  
  
M Rizan Nazeer 
  
Honorary Secretary 
Royal College Union 
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No amount of 

rain could 

dampen the 

Royal spirit in the 

Royalists from 

youngest to the 

Oldest. The Royal 

Parade 2010 took 

to the streets of 

Colombo on the 

03rdof July evening with all its glory. Thousands of Royalists and well-wishers took part in probably the 

biggest parade Sri Lanka has ever seen .The heavy rains which fell from time to time during the parade 

could not deter even the youngest Royalists in grade one. They all paraded the Colombo streets in the 

name of Royal in moved by the obstacles showing the true Royal spirit & loyalty to the College. They 

were well supported by their brother Schools Trinity, Kingswood, Mahanama, St. Thomas & Sister 

Schools, Sirimavo, Vishaka, Ladies, Metho, Museaus and Anula who stood alongside Royalists showing 

solidarity. 

The Parliamentarians who learnt of books & men at this 

hallowed institution turned up in their numbers so as to say 

first to school then to parliament .They were their to flag off 

the Royal parade 2010.. 

 The parade consists of Schools boys, Parents, Teachers & 

Old boys who paraded them selves dressed in various 

themes and there were interesting floats .all college bands 

were in parade well supported by the western bands of our 

brother & sister schools .The  e parade wound its way from 

Rajakeeya mawatha via Reid Avenue , Baudhdhaloka Mawatha, Duplication road, Liberty roundabout  
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and along green path to the party on the street which was 

held on the road stretch from the public library roundabout 

to the St. Bridget’s Roundabout 

 

When the entire parade reached the party the rain finally 

stopped unable to deter the Royalists and the party kicked 

off to the beats of the yes FM Djs .There were fireworks, 

bouncers, puppet shows and games of skills to keep the kids 

engaged while for the football fans the FIFA quarterfinal match between Germany & Argentina was 

shown on a giant screen. The highlight of the day was the Royal college Saga orchestra which came on 

stage and entertained every one while the now famous bradby theme song a superb remake of the FIFA 

world cup song was performed live on stage by sachitha & viraga two of our very own super stars.  

  

The party went on till mid night and the street was packed till it finally came to a finish .The entire event 

was organized by the Royal college Union with the fullest support of the Royal college Principal ,Staff 

and students .The event was held to mark the 175th anniversary of Royal college and the funds raised 

will be utilized to construct an indoor sports complex for Royal college. The main sponsor of the event 

was MAS holdings and they already have donated LKR-20 Mn in aid of the proposed  Indoor Stadium 
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Royal College Old Boys in the USA honor Royal College 

Scout Master  

 

(By Senaka Senaviratne - New York) 

  

  

The Scout Master of Royal College, Colombo 

for over three decades, Mr. Rohan 

Wirasekara was recently honored at the 

Annual General Meeting of the Royal 

College Old Boys’ East Coast Association, 

USA (RCOBECA) held on Friday, June 18, 

2009 at 8.30 p.m. at Akbar Restaurant, 

Edison, New Jersey, USA.  

Mr. Wirasekara was invited the United 

States by a group of ex Boy Scouts of Royal 

College in the USA. During his short stay in 

the USA, Royal College Old Boys’ East Coast Association (RCOBECA) had invited him to be a special Guest 

of Honor at their Annual General Meeting on June 18, 2010 where his service to Royal College was 

recognized and presented with a special Plaque of Honor. 

The thought of felicitating the Royal College Scout Master became a reality when a few ex Boy Scouts of 

Royal College from the USA, Canada and Australia got together to sponsor the tour. Mr. Rohan 

Wirasekara arrived in New York on Tuesday June 15th, 2010 and during his short stay of one week, 

he visited Boy Scout Troops and Cub Scout Packs in New York and New Jersey, A Public School, A 

University campus, A Buddhist Temple, New York Time 

Square, Staten Island, Brooklyn, A United States Coast 

Guard Base, Hisotoric Fort Wadsworth overlooking 

Verrazano Narrows Bridge, A Sri Lankan Restaurant 

owned and operated in New York by a disabled war 

veteran of Sri Lanka Army, A night sky viewing session 

with telescopes organized by the Amateur Astronomers 

Association of NY, The White House and NASA Air & 

Space Museum in Washington D.C., A Boy Scout 

campsite in New York, The world famous Staten Island 

Ferry and the United Nations Headquarters in New York. 
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Introductory Speech of the Scout Master by Senaka Senivirathne 

Mr. President elect, the distinguished past Presidents, and fellow 

Royalists.  
 

It is indeed an honor for me to introduce a fine Royalist of this 

caliber who is here with us today.  Having entered the Royal College 

Primary in 1960, he is celebrating 50 years of active engagement 

with Royal this year. In my humble opinion, this record may only be 

second to the one set by much beloved Mr. Wiji Weerasinghe, 

whom we remember with much love and gratitude. 

As you may perhaps know, being a Scout Master in Sri Lanka is a 

voluntary position, which does not entitle one to a salary either 

from the school or from the Scout Association, yet this true Royalist 

has been the Scout Master at Royal College for more than three 

decades and is still going strong as ever before.  
 

Under his leadership and guidance, the scouts at Royal not only learned to camp, swim, climb 

mountains, build temporary bridges to cross bodies of water, use knots for different situations, 

Navigation at night using constellations, build gadgets and gateways at dozens of camporees and 

jamborees, survival in the outdoors for extended periods of time, providing First-Aid for various type of 

victims, scouts learned to become useful citizens and fine gentlemen. Equipped with the training and 

skills acquired at scouting, Royal scouts conquered Piduruthalagal mountain and the Sinharaja forest 

with courage and fun. While the teachers at Royal College provided a world class education that 

prepared students to excel in standardized tests, this dedicated Royalist was busy molding them into 

men and inspiring them to become useful citizens. The comradeships strengthened at Scouting did not 

allow one to leave a fallen comrade. I know for sure that he had a big hand in who I am today and I’m 

sure this is the case for thousands of other Royal scouts who are now scattered around the world. 

During the Courts of Honor that were held each night during camps, to discuss the day’s progress, the 

patrol leaders analyzed what went wrong that day, for what reasons and how not to repeat them the 

next day. A quarter century later, this is what I still do at weekly staff meetings at my work! As the scout 

motto says, he made the scouts to BE PREPARED for any situation with equal courage and dedication, 

while helping them both within and outside of the Scout Troop.  
 

With this great scout leader, scouts weren’t just taking notes, but were always busy DOING and 

Practicing what the new skills learned. With him, scouting was not just another subject, but rather a way 

of life. Patrol leaders were empowered to make decisions in consultation with their subordinates – 

Much like in the late knowledge binding in the Corporate world today. Scouting was not about wining at 

all costs, or being champions all the time, but also how to accept defeat and standing up when fallen. He 

truly taught us to learn of books and men and learn to play the game as gentlemen and let the better 

side win. In his thirty years of voluntary service to Royal College, he certainly has repaid the debt to our 

alma mater. Fellow Royalists, in recognition of his endless service to scouting at Royal, may I now call 

upon Mr. Rohan Wirasekara to accept the Award of Honor presented to him by the Royal College Old 

Boys’  East Coast Association of the United States of America (RCOBECA). 
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Othello – The Moor of Venice  
 

In tribute to the 175th Anniversary of Royal College, the Old Royalists Association of Dramatists has 
embarked on a unique project with the RCU that will see the re-union of some of Royal College’s finest 
thespians of yesteryear, returning to the stage to perform the William Shakespeare’s “Othello – The 
Moor of Venice”. The production will be staged at the Lionel Wendt Theatre on the 30, 31 July and 1 
August 2010. 
 
The play is directed by the versatile actor, director and playwright, Thushara Hettihamu, a distinguished 
old boy together with the support of English theatre stalwarts Mohamed Adamaly and Arjuna Wignaraja 
 
Othello has not been the easiest of Shakespeare’s full length production to put on stage, hence its 
absence from local theatre for the last two decades. The ORAD has taken up this challenge taking into 
account the years of experience in Shakespeare productions especially a winning performance of 
Othello in 1982 and an equally scintillating performance of Othello in 2003. Members of the 1982 and 
2003 cast are today present with us to celebrate this anniversary production.    
 
About the Play 
Othello, a Moor and valiant army general, has proven his exceptional military abilities in the service of 
the maritime power of Venice. He’s commissioned to become governor of Cyprus, but his life faces ruin 
once he is caught in the conniving tricks of his ensign, Iago. Through shrewd and calculated deceit, Iago 
weaves a web of innuendos, false accusations and deliberate miscommunications that ultimately 
undermine Othello’s love for Desdemona, the daughter of a Venetian senator. Tricked into believing the 
lie that his wife has been unfaithful to him, Othello begins to lose his confidence in her and haunts her 
with his blind jealousy. Although Desdemona professes her innocence and good faith, the evidence pro-
vided by Iago pushes Othello down a torturous slope of uncertainty and disbelief.  

 
The ORAD’s adaptation of 
Othello will have its original 
setting with a few shifting of 
scenes to suit a theatre 
audience. The play will highlight 
how ones love, stature, honour 
and respect falls by giving into 
jealousy and rage.  
 
Director of the production 
Thushara Hettihamu has been at 
the helm of Royal College 

theatre since the year 1999, during which time he choreographed and directed several award winning 
plays for Royal College at the annual Inter-School Shakespeare Drama Competition up to 2004. He also 
directed Royal’s public productions of Jekyll and Hyde in the year 2002 and Michael Frayn’s Noises Off, 
back in 2004. Most recently he directed Nikolai Gogol’s The Government Inspector. 
 
Casted as Othello, Arjuna Wingaraja was part of the cast that made it to the finals of the Inter-School 
Shakespeare Drama Competition in 1989, where he played the part of Fortinbras in an excerpt 
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from Hamlet.  Two years later, Arjuna led the Royal cast to victory at the Drama Competition with an 
excerpt from Romeo and Juliet, while also winning the Best Actor’s Award for his portrayal of Mercutio. 
 
Mohamed Adamaly famously known amongst the theatre-goers as Adam, has over 50 productions to his 
name and is ranked amongst the most experienced English theatre personalities in the country. He 
incidentally played the role of Desdemona in Royal College’s winning Shakespeare entry of Othello in 
1982. This time around Adam will don the shoes of the conniving Iago.    
 
The ORAD has invited guest artists to portray the female characters in the play. Portraying the character 
of Othello’s love Desdemona, Thanuja Jayawardane is past pupil of St. Bridget’s Convent and an English 
graduate of the University of Colombo. She has had past experience in the Shakespeare Drama 
Competition and University productions. The role of Emilia is played by Shannon Misso, another 
experience actress who’s acting roots also goes back to the Shakespeare Drama Competition. Featuring 
in the play is past pupil of Bishop’s College Ashini Fernando. Ashini is currently a teacher of Speech and 
Drama, having also taught at Royal for a brief period. 
 
The rest of the cast comprises of old Royalsists whom have excelled in drama while at college and after 
college. They include Sajith Amendra, Suren Gnanaraj, Nanda Abeysekara, Chinthu Viswakula, Janmesh 
Paul, Zaiqath Nizar, Upendra Walgampaya, Feroze Ahamed, Laknath Gunethilake, Adnaan Sabireen, 
Hathim Mowjood, Mazhar Azeez & Berenji Amirdeen.     
 
The ORAD has been a force dedicated towards improving, training and fostering the art of live theatre 
among the young minds at Royal College. In association with the Royal College Union, the ORAD 
continue to play a pivotal role in the success of the English Drama Society of Royal College. 
The Main Sponsor for Othello is Crocodile - Exclusive original clothing now available in Sri Lanka; Print 
Media Partnerss are Daily Mirror, Sunday Times, Daily FT; Electronic Media Partners TNL Radio, Lite FM 
and Atom. Creative Partner for the event is Grant Mccann Erickson. Tickets for the show are priced at 
Rs. 1,500/-, Rs. 1,000/-, Rs. 750/-, Rs. 500 and Rs. 300 and are available at the RCU and Lionel Wendt 
Theatre.    
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THE BRADBY EXPRESS- Tradition revived 

 
 

We have heard about it but never have seen it or gone on it. When we were at school we heard the 

seniors talking about a journey to Kandy on a train which was filled with fun & excitement . But by the 

time we were seniors there was no Bradby express like so many things we lost due to the war this is also 

one among many traditions buried in time.Whats so special about a train ride to Kandy one may ask?. 

Well its special when the train is filled with Royalists and the train is exclusively for spectators of  the 

Bradby shield. It may well be the only train ride dedicated to a rugby match. To top it all when your 

opposing side come to the destination railway station to welcome you it’s a very rare specialty. 

 

With peace dawned on Sri Lanka the Royal College authorities decided it was time to revive this 

tradition one again. The timing was perfect as Royal college celebrates 175 years  and the burden of 

organizing this memorable ride was given to one of the youngest in the RCU .the group of 2007. 
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On 26th June the dream became a reality the train .The Bradby express started inching its way towards 

the hill capital of Sri Lanka, the city of  Kandy where the 2nd leg of the Bradby shield encounter is to be 

played.It was a unique experience for the travelers as not every day you got to travel in a train dedicated 

to your selves and most of the passengers wouldn’t have dreamt of dancing in a train to the familiar 

music of the Papare & the nagasalan bands.Even the bystanders were quiet amused to see a train 

decorated blue and gold and passengers partying and enjoying. 

  

By the time the train reached the Kandy station the hill capital roared with the familier cheers of R-

O_Y_A-L and the Trinitians and the school authorities were there to welcome the Royalists and to the 

pleasant surprise of those on board the Trinitians welcomed them fittingly as Royalists by laying a red 

carpet.The Trinity band was in attendance to play the College songs. The tradition was revived in its 

majestic glory and hats off to all those who worked hard to make this a reality and a dream journey not 

forgetting tour brothers at the Trinity who showed that Bradby is more than a game and its some thing 

which strengthens the bond between these two respected institutions what we call Royal & Trinity. 
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Bradby stays at Royal 
 

Royal went to the hill capital with a moral boosting win over their traditional rivals St. Thomas 

considered as one of the fiercest teams this season. Rampaging the Prince of Wales College team with a 

century score line, Trinity honed their skills for the kill.  With a wafer thin victory margin of 01 point 

favoring Royal fortnight ago in a thrilling first leg encounter in Colombo the hill capital was ready for 

another showdown of two great colleges for the prestigious “Bradby Shield” 

 

  

 

Statistics said 38-37 for Royal.  Trinity playing on their home ground is always hard to bring down. Can 

the fresher laden Royal XV stand up to the challenge? The stage is set for another cliff hanger as it was 

evident that both teams going to throw out their best as all that stands between the Bradby Shield is a 

single point. Any die hard supporter of any team would agree to the fact the rugby on display at the first 

leg is of super standard and honestly none deserved to loose the first leg. Both Royal & Trinity played 

extremely well notching up the highest number of points scored in a Bradby encounter, 75 to be exact. 

The Bogambara stadium was packed to capacity to witness the game of the year, the pinnacle of Sri 

Lankan schools rugby, the Bradby Shield encounter. 
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The teams were introduced to the chief guest the Trinity Captain of 1972 Mr. Athula Unantenna and 

guest of honor Mr. Namal Rajapakshe MP and a fine rugby player. The match started with both teams 

taking a cautious approach and there was no scoring for almost a half of the initial half.  Royal made its 

intentions clear as the Royal forwards started dominating the scrums out shoving Trinity and wheeling 

them which deprived them of good possession . 

However Trinity adopted well to this by getting 

very quick ball out of the scrums. As in the first leg 

in Colombo it was Trinity who put points on the 

board first. Once in the Royal half, Trinity started 

putting their much feared three quarter line in 

motion and several continues waves of attacks 

finally resulted in a slight gap on the flank which 

was exploited by the Trinity wiinger Akila 

Dissanayake with a thundering run down the flank. 

The Trinity place kicker K. Ratnayaka made no 

mistake with the conversion (TCK 07 RC nil). Royal 

forwards took the play in to the Trinity half and the 

Royal line went in to action for Royal winger Rimzy 

Jamaldeen to made a dash for the try line. The 

conversion was fluffed by Arshad Jamaldeen. (TCK 

07- RC-05). A Trinity attack was halted with a fine 

tackle and as expected the Royal third row was there in flash to turnover the ball and Royal counter 

attacked by setting their line in motion. The Ball settled in Rimzy Jamaldeens hand and evaded a couple 

of defenders and finally when challenged, chipped, collected himself and fell over for a brilliant try. 

Arshad Jamaldeen  converted (TCK 07- RC 12). Trinity Three quarters always looked dangerous when in 

possession and after several waves of attacks their winger Akila Dissanayake again out ran the Royal 

defence putting finishing touches to a super three quarter move. This try went unconverted(TCK 12-RC 

12) .Again in the final stages of the first half Trinity forwards went in to action from a scrum close to RC 

line for prop forward Mohomed Nimzy to crash though. This try too went unconverted (TCK 17-RC 15) 
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attempting to capitalize on this lead the Trinitians set their line on waves after wave of attacks and they 

made some daring runs down the flanks during this period and due to brilliant tackling by the Royal 

backs and the third row two certain tries were prevented when they managed to tackle and push out 

the Trinity wingers on the corner flags. The scores remained at TCK 17 & RC 12 at lemons. 

  

All indications were that this encounter too was 

heading to a nail biting finish. To win the Trinitians 

needed to give as much as space & good balls for 

their three quarters to run and Royalists on the 

other hand should starve the dangerous Trinity 

back division of good balls and should slow down 

the game and use their superior and mobile set of 

forwards to the maximum .to the relief of Royalists 

it seems that their three quarter line is finally 

clicking well and they too seems to have the 

required punch to penetrate any defence. 

 

With the word go this is exactly what the Royalists did .They kept the ball with their forwards and the 

superior RC forwards used their rolling maul and pick and drives to devastating effect to gain ground 

.while in defence the Royal third row was deadly they managed to foil many threatening moves by the 

Trinitians by turning over the ball at crucial break downs. 

 
The most of the moves of Royal were fashioned out by the forwards and it was a treat to watch the 

Royalists using the back division at the most appropriate time to devastating effect gaining much 

ground. Early in the second half Royal flanker Chilanka Samaraweera hit a gap and was ably supported 

by the three quarters and Chamara Dabare the Royal full back joined the line . His weight and speed was 

too much for the Trinity defenders and he barged through the defence to score by the corner flag 

.Arshad Jamaldeen converted with a very difficult angle much to the delight of the Royal supporters ( 

TCK 17-RC 19)  mid way in to the second half Royal got a penalty and Jamaldeens kick was spot on .(TCK 

17-RC 22). The Royalists forwards and Three quarters were combining very well both in attack and 

defence and this became too hot to handle for the Trinitians .Their forwards had no answer for the hard 

pick and drives of the Royal forwards who started punching holes in the Trinity defences one such move 

ended with three quarters running the ball and when challenged Royal No 08 Shehan Pathirana was at 

hand to receive a well timed pass he had no difficulty in crashing through one tackle and dragging the 
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other defender along with him to score. Arshad 

Jamaldeen converted ( TCK 17-RC 29). Trinity 

finding the game slipping away found it difficult to 

handle the pressure and some time seems to ran 

out of options than kicking the ball which the Royal 

full back and the three quarters used to cover 

ample ground and the Royal third row were always 

their first at the break downs to recover the ball or 

help the three quarters. It was a magnificent team 

effort by the Royalists and they showed why rugby 

is a team game and what a concentrated team 

effort can do even when the odds are heavily 

stacked against you. Royal at this point were 

completely controlling the game and in the dying stages of the game they stormed in to the Trinity 22 

with a series of pick and drives and rolling mauls by their forwards and set their line in motion. It was a 

sweeping three quarter move and Royal center Mushin Faleel had no hesitation in hitting the Trinity 

defence with a nice angle of attack which allowed him to slip through the Trinity defence. Jamaldeen 

missed the conversion (TCK 17 –RC 34) with this try the Royalists put the issue beyond doubt and it was 

a memorable Bradby Shield for all Royalists who made it to Kandy on the Saturday evening. The Bradby 

Shield was well secured at reid avenue for another year. The 66th Bradby would go down in history as 

the highest scoring encounter where 126 points were scored. 

The U18 game for the Sumithrarachchi Trophy was won by the Trinity 24-13 but the Royalists has done 

enough damage in the Colombo game winning it 28-15 and Royal became the winners by the aggregate 

of 41-39 
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Group News 

 

Group of 72 launch Jaffna Project 

To commemorate the 175th Anniversary of its Alma Mater, Royal College Class of ‘72, which probably is 

the largest Old Boys’ group of Royal College, has organized a series of mega events during years 2009 & 

2010. 

“Bridging Sri Lanka” is one of such projects which will pave way to develop and link villages in the North, 

South , East and West and to uplift the living standards of the needy people, to bring peace & harmony 

and to have a better interaction between communities. 

 

On the 10th day of July 2010 , this noble project was launched by laying the Foundation Stone for a 

Community Center which was a prime need in a small village named Punithar Nagar in Nelliady, Point 

Pedro in the Jaffna peninsula. 

 

At a humble but a simple and colourful ceremony which was well organized by Hatton National Bank’s 

Nelliady Branch, this event took place which undoubtedly created history when the Royal flag flew high 

in Point Pedro. 
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Amidst cheering of a large gathering of the villagers, the College Flag was hoisted and the College 

Anthem was sung by the delegation of Class of ‘ 72 and the happiness , joy and a ray of hopes were 

clearly visible in the young eyes of the school goers of the village who stood in attention to salute our 

college flag and the college song. 

 

In recognition of this project, representations were made by the Divisional Secretariat of Jaffna, Sri Lank 

Police, Sri Lanka Army, Grama Niladharis , Samurdhi Officers and other government and non-

government officials. 

 

This project which will be continued in future as well, will keep the Royal flag flying high across the 

island in years to come. 

 

 

 

Old Royalist Social Services League 

On 27th May 2010 the Old Royalist Social Services League (ORSSL) organized for the third consecutive 

year a Buffet Lunch at the College Main Hall for Students of the Royal College Social Service League, Staff 

& Person who attended the Annual Meal & Flowers Dansela organized by School Social Service League 

at Kelaniya Raja Maha Viharaya.  
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Upcoming Events 
 
 
 

RCU Annual General Meeting 
17th July 2010 
 
 

Members Night 
16th July 2010, Rajabujun 
 
 

General Assembly under the Patronage of His Excellency President Mahinda 
Rajapakse 
16th July 2010 
 
 

Launch of 175th Anniversary Stamp and First Day Cover 
16th July 2010  
 

Othello – Old Royalists Theatre production 
30th July to 1st August 2010, Lionel Wendt 
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Other Activities  
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Trinity Humbled for the third time  
 

The Milo Trophy quarter finals draw saw Royal & Trinity meeting for the third time. If the previous two 

outings were to act as a base for predictions a cracker of a game is expected. Trinity who were firm 

favorites before the Bradby were comprehensively beaten by the Royalists and surely they will look to 

avenge their defeat and do their most to beat the Royalists. This was what every prematch analysis led 

to. In the mean time the rugby authorities of Royal  in a surprise move (not so surprising for Royalists 

though) announced that four of their seniors will not play the match as they are studying for the 

advance level examinations. It was a very good move by the rugby authorities of Royal to give the much 

needed exposure to the new comers at the competitive level. What was obvious was actually Royal is 

playing the most probable side for the 2011 season .this move should be commended as Royal is giving a 

good lesson to the others that win at any cost is not their way as they have more strategic interests. 

Trinity on the other hand would have looked forward to capitalize on this. 

 

The match started and both teams took time to settle down .The intensity and the ferocity we saw two 

weeks ago at the Bradby shield encounters was not to be seen in both teams. This is historicaly evident 

that there is a sharp drop of performance in both Royal & Trinity after the Bradby as it is the most 

important game to both camps. Royal did not play to their true form and was guilty of making far too 

many mistakes initially while the  Trinity looked the better side on the day. And it was Trinity who scored 

first through a three quarter after several phases of attacks which left the Royal defence in disarray. The 

conversion was missed (TCK 5-RC 0) few minutes later it was Trinity again when one of their forwards 

crash through to score. The conversion was again missed.(TCK10-RC 0) .Royal never looked like attacking 

with a purpose during initial stages of the game and they opted to take kicks at the goal even at quiet a 

distance .rather than going for touch and using their forwards in rolling mauls which they have 

mastered. How ever finally Jamaldeen succeeded with a penalty kick (TCK10-RC 3) immediately 

afterward TCK was awarded a penalty and Ramanayaka made no mistake with it for Trinity to take a !# 

to 3 lead at the breather. 

 

After the turnaround Royals Jamaldeen succeeded in firing a penalty on target for Royal to reduce the 

gap (TCK 13-RC 6) .This time Royal started to play much better and their forwards little by little started 

dominating and was rewarded when one of their forwards barged through to score and the try was 

converted to level the score.(TCK 13-RC 13) .Trinity started panicking by this time and it was quiet 

evident they cannot handle pressure as their counter parts and showed signs of crumbling and started 

to make too many mistakes. Sensing this Royalists tightened their grip and launched wave after wave of 

attacks on the Trinitians. Royals skipper and No 08 Shehan Pathirana again did the trick with a 

thundering run down the middle brushing past several defenders to score. Jamaldeen converted ( TCK 

13-RC 20) with minutes ticking away all Royal had to do was keep the play in the Trinity half and deprive 

them of the ball this they did in style and in the dying stages of the match they sealed their victory by 

firing across another penalty .The final score read Royal 23 -Trinity 13) The dominance of Royalists in the 

second half over Trinity is such they scored 20 while not allowing their opponents to score. With this win 

Royal will move on to semi finals and will meet Wesley college at CR & FC on the 15th of July at 4.00pm  
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FM Royal Broadcast 
 

The Radio club of Royal College went live on air on the 1st ,2nd & 3rd of July.This is their annual 

FM broadcast of Radio programmes conducted with a view of encouraging young Royalists to master 

the technical and creative aspects of radio programming and broad casting . 

 

This year the FM broadcast was transmitted to Colombo, Galle & Kandy with guest schools participating 

at allotted time slots. It was a 24 hour radio transmission and was a hit among the younger generation 

going by the responses received.     

 

3 Royal stars make the SL U-19 team!! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dashing top order batsmen Kithruwan Vithanage, Bhanuka Rajapakse and Ramith Rambukwella were 

selected to represent the Sri Lanka Under-19 cricket team that will tour England. Bhanuka recently won 

the Observer-Mobitel School Boy Cricketer of the year while fellow Royalists Kithurwan received the 

honour of the Best Batsman All Island. Prolific run-machine Ramith Rambukwella was Royals top scorer 

for the 2009/10 season with four centuries inclusive of one that was achieved against S. Thomas’ at the 

131st Battle of the Blues. All three Royalists have also the capabilities with the ball.  
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Inter-House Football 
 

Inter House Football matches started on the 13th of July with U13 and U15 matches kicking off at 14:00 

at the College Main Grounds.  Matches are played in the knockout format for U13, U15, U17 and U19 

age groups.  

 

Results on 13th July 

 

Under 13 

1.       Harward – Reed = 0 - 4 

2.       Marsh – Boake = 1 – 0 

 

Under 15 

1.       Reed – Boake = 1 – 2 

2.       Marsh – Harward = 0 – 1 

 

Matches on 14th July 

 

Under 13 

1.       Hartley - Reed 

 

Under 15 

1.       Hartley – Boake 

 

Under 17 

1.       Boake – Harward 

2.       Marsh – Reed 

 

Finals will be held on 18th of July  
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Are you planning on an 

Event that needs to Reach 

out to RRooyyaalliissttss?? 

 

Royal College Union has the facility to send Short Message 

Text (SMS) to its membership, any Royal College Old Boys 

Group / Committee at a very reasonable rate of Rs. 3/- per 

message per member. 

 

To find out more details of this 

special offer, contact Mr. Rizan 

Nazeer, Secretary RCU 

on 0727737717 
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RCU Contact Details 

 

RCU Secretary                                         

Mr. Rizan Nazeer  

E-mail: rnazeer@sltnet.lk 

  

RCU Treasurer 

Mr. Athula Munasinghe 

E-mail: taiyo@slt.lk 

  

RCU Office - Administrative Manager 

Ms. Udani Wijepala / Mr. S. Mayuran - 5521491 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)  

E-mail: rcu@rcu.lk 

  

RCU – LPMC - Administrative Officer 

Ms. Chanika Jayasinghe - 4327070 (O) / 2683100 (Fax) 

Email: lpmc@rcu.lk 

                 

RCU EDEX Secretariat – Senior Manager 

Mr. Ranjith Amarasinghe – 5521497 (O) / 2683100 (Fax) 

Email: info@edex.lk  

 

RCU Skills Centre - Administrative Manager 

Mr. Ajith Rajapaksha - 5661611 (O) / 2683101 (Fax) 

Email: scmanager@rcu.lk 

 

 Back to Contents Page  
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Royal College – Contact Details 

 

 

Principal’s Office          2691029   

Email: principal@infoRoyal.lk 

Vice Principal’s Office          2673133  

Main Office (Upper School)        2695256  

Middle School           2673132  

Primary School           2695830  

Senior Hostel          2695242 

 

 

 

 

RCU Publications and Public Relations Advisory Committee (2009/10) 

Chairman   - Dilruk de Silva - dilruk@ltl.lk  

Secretary   - Mukhlis Ismail - mukhlis.jkh@keells.com 

Treasurer  - Azim Rali – azimrali@gmail.com  

Committee  - Yasas Ratnayake - yasas_ratnayake@hotmail.com  

- Jiffry Jameel - Jiffry.Jameel@unilever.com 

- Mifaz Ahamed - mifaz.ahamed@gmail.com  

- Ulfath Uwais - ulfi_275@hotmail.com   
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Want to Advertise? 

 

Here’s the IDEAL OPPORTUNITY for you to pitch your product to a group of over 3,000+ 

worldwide! 

 

Limited advertising space available at competitive prices… 

 

For more details on advertising, email: 

advertising@rcu.lk 
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